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Abstract 

Organizations employ process mining to discover, check, or enhance process models based on data 

from information systems to improve business processes. Even though process mining is increasingly 

relevant in academia and organizations, achieving process mining excellence and generating business 

value through its application is elusive. Maturity models can help to manage interdisciplinary teams in 

their efforts to plan, implement, and manage process mining in organizations. However, while numerous 

maturity models on business process management (BPM) are available, recent calls for process mining 

maturity models indicate a gap in the current knowledge base. We systematically design and develop a 

comprehensive process mining maturity model that consists of five factors comprising 23 elements, 

which organizations need to develop to apply process mining sustainably and successfully. We 

contribute to the knowledge base by the exaptation of existing BPM maturity models, and validate our 

model through its application to a real-world scenario.  

Keywords: Process Mining, Maturity Model, Business Process Management, Real-world scenario 
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1 Introduction 

In challenging times, it is increasingly important for organizations to control and monitor their business 

processes (Röglinger et al., 2022). Only organizations that can design their processes transparently and 

adapt them quickly will be successful (Beverungen et al., 2021). Due to the increasing digitalization of 

business processes and availability of data in organizations, the standard methods of business process 

management (BPM) can be enhanced to control and monitor business processes from a data-driven 

perspective (Dumas et al., 2018). The application of process mining can serve as a viable problem-

solving approach for analyzing business processes (IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, 2012; van der 

Aalst, 2016). 

Process mining can be seen as a mix between data science and process science, with the tasks to discover, 

monitor, and improve processes in organizations (IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, 2012; van der 

Aalst, 2016). This creates the opportunity for organizations to analyze as-is processes, instead of pre-

designed to-be process models (van der Aalst, 2016). Process mining analyzes data that are recorded 

while executing business processes in information systems and are stored in event logs (IEEE Task 

Force on Process Mining, 2012; van der Aalst, 2016). Because of this great potential, recent years have 

shown an increasing interest in process mining, both from academia and practitioners (Emamjome et 

al., 2019; Reinkemeyer, 2020). 

Even though process mining is already used in organizations, many organizations still experience major 

challenges (e.g., lack of management support, poor data quality, or complex data preparation, Martin et 

al., 2021) accompanying its application. Thus, its potential for producing business value still remains 

unknown to organizations (Badakhshan et al., 2023). Consequently, calls for the development of process 

mining related maturity models exist (Dunzer et al., 2021; Martin et al., 2021). Maturity models are 

considered an essential tool for determining the status of an organization, deriving actions for 

improvement, and making intra- and inter-organizational comparisons (Felch and Asdecker, 2020). 

Such models can serve as a structured approach for initiating and supporting short-term operational 

projects while also facilitating long-term strategic changes (Felch and Asdecker, 2020). While a large 

number of maturity models already exist in the area of business process management (e.g., Rosemann 

and De Bruin (2005b), or Hammer, 2007), their coverage of process mining related aspect is limited 

(Tarhan et al., 2016; Felch and Asdecker, 2020). However, organizations and researchers might benefit 

from a descriptive and prescriptive maturity model, implying the need for further research and 

development (Dunzer et al., 2021).  

This paper presents a multi-factor maturity model for assessing and improving the maturity of process 

mining activities in organizations. The model contains five factors with a total of 23 elements each with 

five distinct maturity stages. From a theoretical perspective, we contribute an exaptation (Gregor and 

Hevner, 2013) based on preceding models of the BPM domain. We enhance these BPM capability areas, 

integrating aspects from data science and process mining. To the best of our knowledge, a 

comprehensive, multi-factor process mining maturity model is not available in the current knowledge 

base. Considering a managerial perspective, our findings guide organizations in reviewing and 

classifying their current state in applying process mining. Further, organizations can set goals and 

identify their next steps to reach a certain maturity level, by defining specific requirements. By providing 

detailed explanations and definition for every factor, element, and maturity stage, our proposed model 

is particularly designed for process mining practitioners. Through our evaluation and demonstration of 

the maturity model on a real-world scenario, we ensure practical relevance.  

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we review the fundamentals of process mining and 

maturity models, which includes the application of maturity models in BPM and process mining so far. 

Section 3 outlines the applied research method in detail and describes its application in our paper. In 

section 4, we present our maturity model for process mining in organizations and demonstrate it on a 

real-world scenario. In section 5, we discuss implications for theory and practice before concluding the 

paper in section 6. 
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2 Related Work 

2.1 Process Mining 

When an organization is concerned with the process-based control and management of work, BPM plays 

a fundamental role. BPM is intended to support corporate goals and enable targeted control of business 

processes within an organization (Dumas et al., 2018). Dumas et al. (2018, p. 5) define a business 

process as a “collection of inter-related events, activities, and decision points that involve a number of 

actors and objects, which collectively lead to an outcome that is of value to at least one customer." As 

a consequence of the digital transformation, information systems are increasingly intertwined with 

business processes (Pentland et al., 2020). Accordingly, organizations can analyze data that are stored 

in information systems in the form of event logs to get insights into process behavior (van der Aalst, 

2016).  

The goal of process mining is to use event data to extract process-related information to answer questions 

about processes as well as to discover interactions between the people involved in the process (IEEE 

Task Force on Process Mining, 2012; van der Aalst, 2016). Therefore, the application of process mining 

requires that a business process is executed with the help of information systems. The data generated by 

information systems can be transformed into the form of event logs, which store information about the 

execution of business processes and reflect the sequence of activities performed, with each activity being 

uniquely assigned to a process instance. To enable a better view of the real process, as-is process models 

can automatically be generated from an event log using process discovery (IEEE Task Force on Process 

Mining, 2012; van der Aalst, 2016; Dumas et al., 2018). The identification and analysis of deviations 

can be achieved by applying conformance checking where an existing process model is compared to an 

event log of the same process. Further, the quality of process models can be improved through 

enhancement, aiming to extend, improve, and enrich existing process models (IEEE Task Force on 

Process Mining, 2012; Marquez-Chamorro et al., 2018; Weinzierl et al., 2020).  

Additional process mining types have been established in recent years dealing with the comparison, 

prediction and prescription (also called action-oriented) of business processes (Marquez-Chamorro et 

al., 2018; Weinzierl et al., 2020; van der Aalst, 2022). These methods and techniques enable 

organizations to analyze their processes quickly and comprehensively, not only in an offline but also in 

an operational context. Organizations can benefit from process mining by reducing their process costs 

and execution times, for example by eliminating bottlenecks (IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, 

2012). Badakhshan et al. (2023) analyzed how process mining features create action potentials for 

organizations (theory of affordance). The authors investigate the connection of process mining features, 

affordances, and value generation, and find that the organizational structures and governance is 

perceived as an important factor when creating value with process mining (Badakhshan et al., 2023). 

Process mining is an interdisciplinary approach that originates from the field of data science and process 

science. It deals with the modeling and analysis of business processes, with the tasks to discover, 

monitor, and improve business processes in organizations (IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, 2012; 

van der Aalst, 2016). Thus, process mining adds the process perspective to existing machine learning 

and data mining methods and the data perspective to existing process management methods (IEEE Task 

Force on Process Mining, 2012; van der Aalst, 2016), creating the opportunity for organizations to look 

at real-world processes, instead of assumed ones (van der Aalst, 2016). In practice, this 

interdisciplinarity of process mining often requires different business units like IT, BPM, or a respective 

business department to collaborate (van Eck et al., 2015). Consequently, most organizations follow a 

project-based approach to conduct process mining (Reinkemeyer, 2020; van Eck et al., 2015). After 

prolonged use of process mining, a dedicated department is beneficial to accelerate adoption and 

concentrate resources (Reinkemeyer et al., 2022). Hence, conducting successful process mining projects 

relies on numerous factors. Mans et al. (2013) propose the six success factors project management, 

management support, structured process mining approach, data and event log quality, resource 

availability, and process miner expertise. Mamudu et al. (2022) recently reviewed these success factors 

and identified three additional factors comprising change management, tool capabilities, and training. 
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Additionally, the focus of the three factors management support, resource availability, and process 

mining expertise was adapted and restructured, resulting in the three factors stakeholder support and 

involvement, information availability, and technical expertise.  

In summary process mining enables organization to leverage on their already present event data in IT-

systems, by providing as-is business processes, metrics, or improvement opportunities about their 

business processes. How exactly organizations create value by affording these features is not yet fully 

understood, but first insights suggests that the governance and organizational structures play a guiding 

role (Badakhshan et al., 2023). Consequently, successful process mining projects require a diverse set 

of competences in the fields of organizational structures, data and information prerequisites, and 

knowledge about tools and process mining (Mans et al., 2013; Mamudu et al., 2022). 

2.2 Maturity Models 

Maturity models support the analysis of organizations or processes (De Bruin et al., 2005; Becker et al., 

2009). To extract maturity, the domain of interest is separated into influencing, measurable, and 

fundamental factors (Rosemann and De Bruin, 2005b). These factors are split up into finer components 

called elements (Hammer, 2007), ordered in a typical evolution path with discrete maturity stages (e.g., 

from initial to optimizing) (Paulk et al., 1993; Rosemann and De Bruin, 2005b). The maturity stages 

separate different levels of capability in the model’s domain. Organizations position themselves on that 

scale by evaluating the given elements (Rosemann and De Bruin, 2005b; Becker et al., 2009). 

Ultimately, the application of an assessment model or method results in the status of the organization. 

With this as-is assessment, the gap to a to-be maturity can be analyzed (Tarhan et al., 2016). 

Maturity models can be divided into descriptive, prescriptive, and comparative models. Descriptive 

models solely assess the as-is level, prescriptive models offer desirable future maturity levels with 

insightful approaches, and comparative models support internal or external benchmarking. Often, all 

three aspects are covered in a maturity model’s lifecycle (De Bruin et al., 2005). These levels comprise 

a baseline, which each maturity model should fulfill, a second level for descriptive maturity models, and 

lastly the highest level for prescriptive maturity models. It is important for maturity models to consider 

which audience is targeted and to enable these user groups to access the model with tools like online 

survey or self-assessment possibilities (Becker et al., 2009; Kühn et al., 2013). Kühn et al. (2013) further 

stress that, depending on the general design of the maturity model, the required time for the application 

of the maturity model can take a different amount of time. Capability measuring maturity models have 

spread in different domains since the inception of the CMM (Capability Maturity Model for Software), 

introduced in 1991 by Paulk et al. (1991). It was later developed into the CMMI (Capability Maturity 

Model Integration), a single framework for software engineering process improvements (Paulk et al., 

1993; De Bruin et al., 2005; SEI Carnegie Mellon University, 2009; CMMI Product Team, 2010) and 

proved applicable by Paulk et al. (1993). Since then, maturity models have been published for many 

domains, such as innovation management (e.g., Niewöhner, 2021), product development (e.g., 

Gausemeier, 2012), and BPM as discussed in the next section. 

2.3 Maturity Models in Business Process Management and Process Mining 

Numerous BPM maturity models and aggregating studies on the topic of BPM maturity models have 

been published. Felch and Asdecker (2020), Röglinger et al. (2012), and Tarhan et al. (2016) give an 

overview and a reflection about maturity models in BPM. Rosemann and De Bruin (2005b) identify six 

factors which characterize the BPM capabilities of organizations. Those factors are Information 

Technology and Systems, Culture, Methodology, Strategic Alignment, People, and Governance. 

Kerpedzhiev et al. (2021) recently reviewed these factors, and adapted them regarding digitalization. 

The result of the updated BPM capability framework is displayed in Figure 1. The bars next to the 

capabilities indicate whether the capability is unchanged (white bar), adapted (red-white stripes) or new 

(red) compared to Rosemann and De Bruin (2005b). The influence of the digitalization is observable in 

the various factors, with Process Data Governance, Data Literacy or Evidence Centricity being added. 
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Additionally, Process Data Analytics thematizes the value of using advanced data processing techniques 

such as machine learning to leverage BPM activities. 

Regarding maturity models in process mining, only a few approaches exist. Jacobi et al. (2020) 

developed a maturity model for process mining in a cross-organizational context. 34 papers of process 

mining in supply chains were analyzed and classified into a three-stage maturity model (Jacobi et al., 

2020). The model is based on process mining activities for operational support: detect, predict, and 

recommend, concluding three stages, construction, alerting deviations, and automated adjustments 

(IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, 2012; Jacobi et al., 2020). Since the authors did primarily focus 

on supply chain management, the maturity model can be used as a starting point but does not allow its 

application in more complex scenarios that involve organizational embedding or data quality. Kipping 

et al. (2022) describe the competencies needed to get started and scale up process mining. Interviews 

with different process mining practitioners were held to determine for each role, what tasks, required 

skills, and technologies are necessary to succeed. Furthermore, insights about benefits, goals, 

challenges, and future use cases are given (Kipping et al., 2022). The authors elaborate on specific roles 

and their competencies but leave out how to overcome obstacles. Linden (2021) postulates three 

conditions that need to be met in order for an organization to start a process mining initiative based on 

his experience in the industry. The first condition is a certain organizational maturity, the second 

condition is data availability, and the third condition is the presence of variation within the business 

processes. The organizational maturity can be evaluated against the background of four aspects: the 

presence of strategic issues, business cases for process mining of at least one million Euros or Dollars, 

the possibility to resolve the underlying issues by improving the business processes, and an organization 

that has the will to improve itself. While the guidelines from Linden (2021) are very relevant to 

organizations who seek guidance on whether to start a process mining initiative or not, the author does 

not provide a broader variety of capability areas (e.g., the capability of an organization to apply process 

mining is not covered) and no maturity stages are provided. Additionally, these guidelines are not 

scientifically derived, but are based on the authors experience. 

 

 

Figure 1 BPM capability framework (Kerpedzhiev et al., 2021, p. 89) 

However, to the best of our knowledge, specific characteristics of applying process mining are not 

comprehensively reflected in current maturity models. With the growing number of companies that need 

to adopt process mining in the long term (van der Aalst and Carmona, 2022), various publications call 

for more guidance in form of maturity models to support organizations in long-term process mining 

initiatives (Dunzer et al., 2021; Martin et al., 2021). 
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3 Research Method 

Figure 2 depicts our research method inspired by Becker et al. (2009).  

 

 

Figure 2. Applied Maturity Model Development Method (Adapted from Becker et al., 2009) 
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Multiple approaches for developing maturity models exist in the knowledge base (De Bruin et al., 2005; 

Mettler, 2010; Carvalho et al., 2019). Drawing on the Design Science Research paradigm (Hevner et al., 

2004), Becker et al. (2009) provide a method for developing IT-related maturity models. Based on the 

properties and development history of preceding maturity models, Becker et al. (2009) created a holistic 

method that focuses on understandability and reproducibility of maturity models, while pursuing an 

iterative approach based on existing knowledge from the literature and implications from the specific 

context (zur Heiden and Beverungen, 2022). Importantly, maturity models are context-sensitive and 

often become invalid with changing environments and further progress of technology. Thus, a frequent 

reconsideration is necessary to keep the model valid, up-to-date, and relevant. In order to assure further 

relevance and accessibility for the target audience, we consolidated Kühn et al. (2013) for certain design 

decisions, such as how to make the maturity model accessible. 

We instantiate the method provided by Becker et al. (2009) in an 18-months endeavor starting in April 

2021. We split the development into four phases, while beginning with the problem definition and the 

justification of the need for a process mining maturity model. By positioning it against existing maturity 

models within the BPM domain, the development strategy has been determined. Two research 

institutions and two companies were involved in the development. In total, eight people from academia, 

two business process managers and one data scientist from a manufacturing company named Fluid 

Processing Ltd., and two process and tool owners from the Industrial Connectors Inc. have been involved 

in the research process.  Both involved organizations have not used process mining extensively in the 

past but are seasoned in using data-driven methods. The experience of the academics ranged from none 

to having applied process mining in several industrial cases, such covering multiple perspectives.  

The Process Mining Maturity Model is an exaptation, which draws from the models in the BPM domain 

and transfers it to process mining (Gregor and Hevner, 2013). In the second phase, the first iteration of 

the maturity model was created accordingly. To ensure rigor and relevance, we worked with 

practitioners and additional academics (Hevner, 2007). In total, a requirement gathering phase, two 

development cycles and a final transitional phase have been performed with feedback from industry and 

academia. The last phase covers the development of the transfer media and the final evaluation of both 

the maturity model and the accompanying media.  

4 Results 

4.1 Development iterations of the process mining maturity model 

Following the development strategy of exaptation, we designed an initial maturity model in the first 

development iteration based on a literature screening and various brainstorming sessions. The initial 

model contains six factors and 31 elements. Every element received a definition and five maturity stages 

based on CMM (see section 2.2). Although it was not originally planned to maintain exactly five 

maturity stages, this decision proved to be advantageous for two reasons. First, the practitioners were 

used to the concept of five maturity stages from various other models. Second, others also use the five-

stage concept (e.g., the event log maturity stages (IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, 2012) or the 

Stanford Data Governance Model (Stanford DG, 2011). Figure 2 depicts the detailed development 

iterations II-IV. The first version included the six factors Organization, People, Governance, Methods 

in process mining project phases, Process Mining Application, and Data Availability. The first three 

factors Organization, People, and Governance together with their respective elements are based on the 

established BPM capabilities proposed and revisited in Rosemann and De Bruin (2005b, 2005a) and 

Kerpedzhiev et al. (2021), with Organization combining the Culture and Strategic Alignment core 

elements. 

Within the Organization factor, the elements purpose (Reinkemeyer, 2020) and Business Excellence 

Capability were added. Business Excellence Capability was added to include the influence of already 

existing structures like BPM, Lean Management, or a Continuous Improvement Process (CIP). It was 

dropped in the final development iteration (Phase IV in Figure 2) in favor of a Center of excellence, as 
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suggested by Reinkemeyer et al. (2022), because discussions with practitioners revealed that this form 

of organizational structure better reflects their needs.  

The elements for the factor People are inspired by van der Aalst (2016), who introduces and covers 

various essentials about process mining and connects them to other relevant disciplines such as data 

mining to gain a holistic view. The factor Governance has not been changed throughout the development 

iterations. 

The factor Methods in process mining project phases was originally included because Rosemann and 

De Bruin (2005b) also have a methods factor and multiple authors (van Eck et al., 2015; Emamjome et 

al., 2019) call for more methodological guidance in applying process mining. We observed that 

practitioners needed a lot of explanation for this factor. Consequently, we turned “Methods in process 

mining project phases” into an element within the Organization factor, so that is less complex.  

The factor Process Mining Application was initially based on the BPM lifecycle proposed by Dumas et 

al. (2018), with the idea that process mining can support every lifecycle phase of BPM. However, in the 

very first evaluation phase (Phase II in Figure 2), discussions about the possibilities of applying process 

mining in the re-design and implementation phase showed that this approach was not feasible. Instead, 

the six process mining types proposed by van der Aalst (2022) were chosen. To further reflect that the 

factor process mining application aims to capture the capability of an organization to apply different 

process mining types to various processes, the name and maturity stage names were adapted. 

Ultimately, the factor Data Availability received multiple adaptions. Originally stemming from the idea 

to depict how well an organization can extract, transform and load event logs, it was changed in the 

second development phase (Phase III in Figure 2) to cover the data readiness levels proposed by 

Lawrence (2017) in combination with the established event log maturity levels proposed in IEEE Task 

Force on Process Mining (2012). For that matter, the factor name was changed to Data Foundation.  

4.2 Resulting Process Mining Maturity Model 

The Process Mining Maturity Model consists of five factors that comprise 23 elements, each with five 

maturity stages, ranging from initial to optimizing. To reduce complexity in the model, the maturity 

model tries to follow a pattern across all maturity stages of the elements. The pattern is loosely based 

on the CMM maturity stages (see section 2.2), with added definitions for factors, elements, and levels 

to represent process mining maturity more accurately. The first and lowest stage “Initial” is used for not 

existing capabilities or undocumented guidelines. The second stage “Rudimentary” often describes a 

first contact through external personnel or untested practice. The third stage “Standalone” usually covers 

first pilot project by the organization itself. The fourth stage “Systematic” introduces repeatable 

structures as well as mechanisms to constantly evaluate and improve the maturity. The last stage 

“Optimizing” normally introduces long term visions and organizational structures, which are dedicated 

towards maintaining, improving, and strategically developing the maturity. Thereby, the highest 

achievable maturity is a form of self-optimization, where the organization becomes self-aware of 

improvement possibilities, is able to adjust to business needs and market changes, and has dedicated 

organizational entities working on process mining maturity aspects. For example, the highest maturity 

of the element data governance is a dedicated entity which bundles and develops data governance 

aspects and strategies. The entity’s purpose is not to conduct process mining themself, but it rather 

functions as a supplier to other teams within the organization, based on the respective organization’s 

needs. The terms coined for the three stages “Rudimentary,” “Standalone,” and “Optimizing” were 

chosen in line with the conventional naming of the CMM. To move up from one maturity stage to the 

next one, every stage below must be fulfilled (Rosemann and De Bruin, 2005a). Similar to the CMM, 

the maturity stages are of ordinal nature (Paulk et al., 1991). Therefore, the necessary effort varies in 

between elements and from level to level. An overview of the Process Mining Maturity Model with its 

factors and elements as well as their definitions can be found in Figure 3. 

The first factor Organization combines aspects that describe how well the organization enables process 

mining. It consists of the six elements Purpose, Center of excellence for process mining, Process 

centricity, Evidence centricity, Change centricity, and Methods of process mining project phases. The 
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elements Process-, Evidence-, and Change-centricity are adopted from Kerpedzhiev et al. (2021) and 

cover the mindset of an organization to think and work in processes, base their decisions on facts, and 

the openness to change their behavior, respectively. The elements do not improve process mining per se 

but are a vital foundation for any organization to thrive on process mining results. The element Purpose 

is based on Reinkemeyer (2020) and describes the proficiency of process mining use cases in 

organizations, as well as the long-term strategies, respectively. We define a process mining use case as 

the combination of a process mining type (e.g., process discovery, comparative process mining), a 

selected business process (e.g., order-to-cash, goods receiving), and a proposed business benefit (e.g., 

using the as-is process as an input for workshops or predicting lead times). Multiple use cases can be 

turned into a process mining vision, by developing a long-term strategy of what value process mining 

should bring to the organization (e.g., in the form of a roadmap) and the definition of performance 

indicators that supervise the alignment. The element Center of excellence is based on findings and 

suggestions by Reinkemeyer et al. (2022) that companies with a dedicated team of interdisciplinary 

people are crucial for establishing and developing process mining competencies. The last element is 

Methods of process mining project phases. As various authors (van Eck et al., 2015; Emamjome et al., 

2019) call for more guidance in the practical application of process mining, this element captures an 

organizational capability to use and maintain methodological guidance for their process mining efforts. 

 

 

Figure 3 Overview of the Process Mining Maturity Model with the model's factors and elements1 

The second factor Data foundation contains the three elements Process-oriented IT-systems, Data 

accessibility, and Scope of the data. The idea is to rate the underlying IT and data environment for 

process mining efforts, instead of the quality of event logs that have been exported before. Therefore, 

the element Process-oriented IT-systems is based on the maturity levels for event logs, particularly 

focusing on the provided examples to ensure applicability (IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, 2012). 

An increased maturity in this element leads to processes that are completely covered by IT-systems with 

a high quality of the data. Supplementary, Data accessibility, and Scope of data cover how quickly data 

can be retrieved from the environment and how much context in the form of meta data, additional 

attributes or additional information is given. These two elements are included based on Lawrence (2017) 

 

1 The comprehensive maturity model with a detailed examples and descriptions for every factor, element, and maturity stage is 

available at https://www.its-owl.de/process-mining-maturity-model/  

https://www.its-owl.de/process-mining-maturity-model/
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because speed and context increase the possibility of creating high quality process mining results. The 

factor Data Foundation does not dictate how exactly companies can improve the respective element 

exactly. In this way, organizations can draw from latest developments in the field of IT-infrastructure 

and data tools.  

The third factor Peoples’ knowledge describes peoples’ knowledge on process mining within the 

organization. The factor combines the six elements Handling process mining tools, Technical basics, 

Data preparation, Classic data mining, Process mining basics, and Advanced application which are all 

mentioned in van der Aalst (2016). The general idea of this factor is that process mining can require a 

diverse knowledge base with topics from machine learning, being able to use tools properly, handling 

data or process mining specific algorithms, challenges, and pitfalls. 

The fourth factor Scope of the process mining activity covers which process mining types are applied 

in which intensity (i.e., how many use cases / processes are covered). The elements Discovery, Analysis, 

Monitoring and controlling, and Operating advanced use cases are based on the six types of process 

mining which are introduced in van der Aalst (2022), with the latter one combining comparative, 

predictive, and action-oriented process mining. The factor with its elements is used in this maturity 

model to display the diverse possibilities of applying process mining. Furthermore, it enables 

organizations to set a focus on certain types of process mining. 

The last factor Governance contains the four governing elements Method and tool, Roles and 

responsibilities, Process-, and Data governance. Maintaining large scale process mining efforts requires 

certain regulatory rules and guidelines. It is mainly adopted from De Bruin and Rosemann (2007) and 

Kerpedzhiev et al. (2021), with an addition of Data governance based on IBM (2007) and Stanford DG 

(2011). The Governance structures define the tools used, who is accountable and responsible for certain 

tasks, and who is allowed to access, change, and update processes and data.  

4.3 Demonstration of the Process Mining Maturity Model 

The Process Mining Maturity Model was applied to an organization from the industrial connectors 

business (Industrial Connectors Inc.) with around 7,000 employees worldwide. To provide an easier 

introduction to the detailed maturity model, a short online survey was used. The online survey contained 

questions on the most relevant aspects of the Process Mining Maturity Model. This includes the 

motivation, the status of process mining projects and use cases, the experience in exporting data, and 

whether process mining tools are available. By analyzing the online survey, the workshop in which the 

complete Process Mining Maturity Model is assessed was prepared. The workshop was held with two 

process and tool owners from the Industrial Connectors Inc., who are responsible for the product 

lifecycle management (PLM). In the workshop, all 23 elements were discussed and assessed. After 

rating the as-is maturity, the participants set the to-be maturity for certain elements. The rated maturity 

model for Industrial Connectors Inc. is displayed in Figure 4. The textual descriptions next to the 

maturity stages are the default texts for the respective as-is maturity stage.  

The as-is maturity is indicated by the gray levels in Figure 4. The rating by Industrial Connectors Inc. 

showcases that the organization established professional process management structures. This is evident 

in the assessment of the elements Process centricity, Process-oriented IT-systems, and Process 

governance with the highest maturity stage “Optimizing”. The company is continuously working on 

their end-to-end business processes with dedicated teams to optimize them, based on defined rules and 

roles on how to change business processes. For that matter, workflow-oriented PLM-systems have been 

established in the past years. In the workflows, all subsidiaries worldwide run the same processes. 

However, the process owners only recently discovered process mining. Inevitably, the assessments for 

process mining related capabilities are lower. This becomes especially evident for the organization factor 

with a “Rudimentary” rating for the elements Purpose and Center of excellence for process mining. 

While the company does have a starter process mining use case defined, they have been working on the 

establishment of the technology without a cross-divisional team and they have not applied process 

mining themselves yet (only through third parties). Consequently, they have not been able to establish 

knowledge about process mining tools and techniques within the company. This is evident in the factor 
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Peoples’ knowledge with a low maturity in the elements of Handling process mining tools 

(“Rudimentary”), Classic data mining (“Rudimentary”) or Process mining basics (“Rudimentary”). 

Furthermore, every element in the factor Scope of the process mining activity (which indicates how 

many process mining techniques are applied to a larger number of processes / use cases) is rated at the 

maturity stage two (“Rudimentary”).  

 

 

Figure 4 Applied maturity model for Industrial Connectors Inc. 

Based on the as-is assessment, a to-be prescription was conducted. The to-be maturity is indicated by 

the green levels in Figure 4. The two process owners used the various elements to reflect and prioritize 

how to improve their overall maturity. The company is planning to establish more process mining 

projects and knowledge within their organization. In a follow-up workshop, actions are derived to meet 

these to-be maturity stages. For the Purpose element, this means that the first use cases need to be 

transformed into a long-term vision, supported by indicators to measure, and monitor the vision’s and 

use case’s success. Simultaneously, an interdisciplinary team that addresses multiple use cases needs to 

be established, combining various departments such as IT and PLM. The interdisciplinary team will set 

its Scope of process mining activity on more use cases for the analysis and monitoring aspects of process 

mining, which is represented by the “Standalone” maturity for the elements Analysis and Monitoring 

and controlling. Accordingly, the team will need to be able to operate process mining tools on their own, 

which is represented by the “Standalone” maturity rating for the element Handling process mining tools. 

Various best practices have been identified while applying the maturity model. First, an application 

procedure has been derived. The application procedure is depicted in Figure 5. Second, a regularly 

discussed aspect is how to improve the quality of process mining results in contrast to improving the 

quantity. For that matter, the two factors Peoples’ knowledge and Scope of process mining activity are 

important. An educated team can produce more reliable and useful process mining results for the 

organization, without changing the input, hence increasing the quality of results. For example, by 

increasing knowledge in the element Data preparation, raw event data can be feature engineered to 

receive much better results. In contrast, the factor Scope of the process mining activity covers the 

different process mining types as elements, with the maturity stages being mostly an expansion to 

different processes / more use cases. This results in a quantitative increase in types as well as processes. 

Third, another best practice is understanding the Process Mining Maturity Model not as a benchmark, 

but rather as a tool to (re-)focus the organizational activities. It is not worth assessing an organization to 

the highest maturity stage for every element. Instead, critically questioning whether the current activities 

provide the opportunity to flourish as an organization. Additionally, if there is doubt about the exact 

maturity stage, the practitioners should question whether the element is something they should work on 

(hence assessing themselves on a lower stage) or whether they are satisfied with the status quo (assessing 

themselves on a higher stage). Fourth, along the path of maturing process mining activities in 
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organizations, there may be different goals, starting conditions, circumstances, and paths in general. 

Organizations are best advised to use the maturity model as a tool to prioritize their work and improve 

their process mining activities holistically and sustainably. 

 

 

Figure 5 Derived application procedure of the maturity model 

5 Discussion 

Assessing process mining activities in organizations 

Process mining allows organizations to gain transparency over their business processes, enabling them 

to monitor and improve them based on data. Various aspects impact the success of process mining 

activities. However, organizations struggle with assessing their process mining activities due to a lack 

of proper maturity models that cover all of the influencing aspects, as well as a lack of methods and 

tools to apply such models. On the one hand, previous publications on BPM maturity models such as 

the BPMMM (Rosemann and De Bruin, 2005b) or PEMM (Hammer, 2007) do not consider the data or 

technical requirements needed to establish process mining capabilities. On the other hand, process 

mining maturity models such as Jacobi et al. (2020) or Linden (2021) do not comprise multiple factors 

with precise maturity stages that enable organizations to derive meaningful actions. 

In this paper, we design a multi-factor Process Mining Maturity Model. The model contains five factors 

with a total of 23 elements, with five distinct maturity stages each. From a scientific perspective, we 

contribute by the exaptation of existing models. The maturity stages are based on the established levels 

in CMM (Paulk et al., 1991). These maturity stages were adapted to reflect the organizational embedding 

better (e.g., the third stage is not “Defined” but rather “Standalone”). For the factors and elements, the 

BPM capability framework proposed by Rosemann and De Bruin (2005b) and Kerpedzhiev et al. (2021) 

is taken as a foundation. This is reflected in elements like the Process-, Evidence-, and Change-centricity 

within the factor Organization, as well as in the elements Process- and Data Governance in the factor 

Governance. Because process mining is interdisciplinary, these BPM related aspects are expanded by 

data maturity levels, such as the maturity level for event logs or the data readiness model (IEEE Task 

Force on Process Mining, 2012; Lawrence, 2017). Additionally, the required knowledge (i.e., people’s 

capabilities regarding tools, data, and process mining), the scope of process mining (i.e., the process 

mining types used in different processes / use cases) and the required organizational structures (i.e., the 

establishment of a center of excellence) are explicitly considered based on van der Aalst (2016, 2022) 

and Reinkemeyer et al. (2022), respectively. By aggregating all these different aspects, we contribute a 

comprehensive Process Mining Maturity Model to the knowledge base. Furthermore, we demonstrate 

its application at Industrial Connectors Inc. and asses the current as-is maturity through an online survey 

that proved to be an easy entry point for the complete maturity model. Hence, we meet the requirement 

of an easy application postulated by Becker et al. (2009) and Kühn et al. (2013).  

Improving process mining activities in organizations 

Based on the assessment results that indicate a current maturity stage, organizations aim to derive actions 

to improve their process mining readiness. Mans et al. (2013) and Mamudu et al. (2022) provide valuable 
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insight into process mining success factors. They show that process mining success is not only 

depending on technical expertise but also on aspects like information availability, education, and 

management support. Our model provides organizations with the means to derive actions for 

improvement based on a to-be assessment. By applying the maturity model and demonstrating its 

applicability, we ensure ease of use and understandability, following instructions for the validation of 

maturity models’ accessibility by Becker et al. (2009) and Kühn et al. (2013). However, regarding the 

classification of maturity models into descriptive, prescriptive, and comparative according to De Bruin 

et al. (2005), we only provide a descriptive model. A prescriptive model would require desirable to-be 

maturity levels or meaningful approaches to reach these to-be levels. While the organizations can set a 

focus with their to-be assessment, it is mostly an individual task to derive concrete actions from the 

identified focus areas. There is no possibility to validate whether the to-be maturity levels are desirable. 

Neither are concrete actions associated with the increase of one maturity level to the next one available. 

The application of our maturity model guides organizations in establishing process mining capabilities 

relevant to their respective organizational needs. The improvement of process mining capabilities in turn 

leads to improved process mining results, concerning both efficiency and effectiveness. 

6 Conclusion & Outlook 

Organizations have addressed their business processes differently in the past by implementing initiatives 

like Lean Management, Business Process Reengineering, or BPM. Process mining only recently 

emerged as a research discipline (van der Aalst, 2022). The techniques and tools can be expected to 

further mature in the upcoming years, and how organizations exactly utilize process mining to their 

advantage is still to be defined (Badakhshan et al., 2023). Consequently, factors, elements, and maturity 

stages need to be continuously reviewed, and their relevance for organizations validated (Hevner, 2007). 

In this paper, we design a multi-factor Process Mining Maturity Model. The model is an exaptation from 

established capability model and areas from the BPM discipline, data science, and process mining. It 

contains five factors with a total of 23 elements, each with five distinct maturity stages. We prove the 

usefulness of the maturity model by applying it to the Industrial Connectors Inc. and demonstrate an 

application procedure to derive focus areas and actions for improvement for organizations.   

Naturally, the results are subject to limitations. While we developed and applied the maturity model 

with two companies, employing the model in different organizations or domains might lead to a 

refinement of the model. Hence, future research can detail and refine our model, for example by 

developing detailed guidelines that prescribe steps to achieve higher maturity stages. As suggested by 

Becker et al. (2009), a large database of the model's applications could be used to quantify and adjust 

the model. Furthermore, we assume that maturity-archetypes for organizations exist, which could be 

used to guide organizations through a long-term development process, sustainably maturing and 

improving process mining activities. To make this long-term development more intuitive, as well as 

increase the comparability, future research could also focus on identifying the weighted relevance of 

every element, such that aggregated maturity levels can be calculated.  
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